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In the developing vertebrate retina, spontaneous electric activ-
ity occurs rhythmically in the form of propagating waves and is
believed to play a critical role in activity-dependent visual sys-
tem development, including the establishment of precise retinal
and geniculate circuitry. To elucidate how spontaneous retinal
waves encode specific developmental cues at various devel-
opmental stages, it is necessary to understand how the waves
are generated and regulated. Using Ca21 imaging and patch
clamp in a flat-mount perinatal rabbit retinal preparation, this
study demonstrates that, in addition to the cholinergic system,
a strychnine-sensitive system in the inner retina plays an oblig-
atory and developmentally regulated role in the initiation and
propagation of spontaneous retinal waves. This system, which
is believed to be the glycinergic network, provided an excitatory
drive during early retinal development. It then became inhibitory
after postnatal day 1 (P1) to P2, an age when a number of
coordinated transitions in neurotransmitter systems occurred
concomitantly, and finally contributed to the complete inhibition

and disappearance of spontaneous waves after P7–P9. This
glycinergic contribution was notably distinct from that of the
ionotropic GABAergic system, which was found to exert an
inhibitory but nonessential influence on the early wave forma-
tion. Blocking glycine- and GABA-gated anion currents had
opposing effects on spontaneous retinal waves between em-
bryonic day 29 and P0, suggesting that Cl2 transporters, par-
ticularly R(1)-butylindazone-sensitive K-Cl cotransporters, may
have a synapse- and/or cell type-specific distribution pattern,
in addition to an age-dependent expression pattern in the inner
retina. Overall, the results revealed an important reliance of
spontaneous retinal waves on dynamic and coordinated inter-
actions among multiple, nonredundant neurotransmitter
systems.
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During the development of the vertebrate retina, ganglion cells
and some interneurons undergo spontaneous rhythmic bursts of
excitation long before the onset of vision (Masland, 1977; Maffei
and Galli-Resta, 1990; Meister et al., 1991; Sernagor and Gr-
zywacz, 1995; Catsicas et al., 1998; Wong et al., 1998; Zhou, 1998;
Feller, 1999; O’Donovan, 1999; Wong, 1999). This activity prop-
agates laterally as waves in local regions of the inner retina and is
believed to play important functional roles in activity-dependent
neurodevelopment, such as the refinement of precise neuronal
connectivity in the visual system (Constantine-Paton et al., 1990;
Cline, 1991; Goodman and Shatz, 1993; Katz and Shatz, 1996;
Sernagor and Grzywacz, 1996; Penn et al., 1998). Although the
exact cellular mechanism underlying the spontaneous retinal
wave is unclear, it is thought that neurotransmitter-mediated
interactions are instrumental in the generation and propagation
of the wave (Feller et al., 1996; Catsicas et al., 1998; Fischer et al.,
1998; Wong et al., 1998; Zhou, 1998; Sernagor and Grzywacz,
1999; Stellwagen et al., 1999; Sernagor et al., 2000; Zhou and
Zhao, 2000).

In the mammalian retina, for example, the nicotinic cholinergic

system has been shown to provide the major fast excitatory drive
for spontaneous waves during the early stage of wave develop-
ment (the early wave) (Feller et al., 1996), presumably through
starburst amacrine cells (Zhou, 1998). As development proceeds,
the nicotinic drive for the wave diminishes and is replaced by the
glutamatergic (Bansal et al., 2000; Wong et al., 2000; Zhou and
Zhao, 2000) and muscarinic (Zhou and Zhao, 2000) drives
through two coordinated transitions in the neurotransmitter sys-
tems. These and other recent results (Fischer et al., 1998; Stell-
wagen et al., 1999) indicate that interactions among the underly-
ing neurotransmitters are dynamic and complex and that multiple
neurotransmitter systems may be involved in the formation and
modulation of spontaneous retinal waves.

To identify additional neurotransmitter systems that play es-
sential and concerted roles in forming retinal waves at various
stages of development, this study investigated the contribution of
glycine and GABA systems to spontaneous retinal waves in peri-
natal rabbits. The results show that strychnine-sensitive neuro-
transmission is obligatory in the production of early [before
postnatal day 1 (P1), or , 77% caecal period] (cf. Dreher and
Robinson, 1988) retinal waves and that both fast cholinergic and
glycinergic systems, but not the fast GABAergic or fast glutama-
tergic system, are essential for the early wave formation in rabbits.
The glycinergic input was excitatory during the early wave. It then
underwent a drastic transition to an inhibitory drive immediately
after P0–P1, with a time course similar to that of the emergence
of the glutamatergic and muscarinic drives for the late wave
(Zhou and Zhao, 2000). In contrast, the fast GABAergic system
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had an overall inhibitory influence on both early and late retinal
waves in rabbits [embryonic day 26 (E26) to P9], indicating that
GABAA/C receptor-mediated inhibition in the inner retina devel-
oped earlier than did the glycinergic inhibition. The opposing
effects of GABA and glycine on the early retinal wave suggest
that, during certain developmental stages (E29–P1), different
levels of intracellular chloride concentrations might be associated
with GABAergic and glycinergic postsynaptic sites.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Calcium imaging and patch clamp in the flat-mount rabbit retina. Retinal
flat mounts were prepared from pigmented (New Zealand Red) and
albino (New Zealand White) rabbits aged between E26 (gestation period
of 31 d) and P13 as described previously (Zhou, 1998; Zhou and Zhao,
2000). No significant differences were noticed between the two strands of
rabbits with respect to the results reported here. Embryonic rabbits were
delivered by caesarian section. All procedures involving the use of
animals were according to the National Institutes of Health guidelines as
implemented by the institutional animal care and use committee.

Procedures for calcium imaging in the flat-mount rabbit retina were as
described previously (Zhou and Zhao, 2000). In brief, the retina was
isolated from the pigment epithelium at 4°C in HEPES-based Ames
medium, which was modified from Ames medium (Ames and Nesbett,
1981) by replacing NaHCO3 with 20 mM HEPES. Vitreous, immature
Müller cell end feet, and ganglion cell axon fibers that cover the ganglion
cell layer were partially removed mechanically. Pieces of the isolated
retina were loaded with the fluorescent dye fura-2 AM (10 mM with
0.001% pluronic acid) in HEPES-based Ames medium at 25–30°C.
During Ca 21 imaging and patch-clamp recording, the recording chamber
was continuously superfused (3–4 ml/min) with Ames medium pre-
heated to 35–37°C. Cells in the ganglion cell layer were imaged with an
intensified, cooled CCD camera (Intensified Pantamax; Roper Scientific
Instruments, Princeton, NJ) mounted on a fixed-stage, upright micro-
scope (Olympus BX50WI; Olympus USA, New York, NY). The excita-
tion wavelength was 380 nm, and the emission fluorescence was mea-
sured at 500 nm wavelength. All pharmacological agents used in this
study were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO) and were applied to
the retina by either bath perfusion (dead volume, ;2 ml) or pressure
injection (Lukasiewicz and Werblin, 1990) with a Picospritzer-II (Gen-
eral Valve, Fairfield, NJ) and puffer pipettes pulled from multibarrel or
u-shaped glass tubing (World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL).
Ames and HEPES-based Ames media were always saturated with car-
bogen (95% O2, 5% CO2) and oxygen, respectively.

Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings were made from cells in the gan-
glion cell layer of the flat-mount rabbit retina as described previously
(Zhou, 1998). Simultaneous patch-clamp and Ca 21 imaging were made
from fura-2 AM-loaded retina under a 403 water immersion objective
lens (Zhou and Zhao, 2000). The presence of a dye-free patch pipette in
the field of view did not interfere with fluorescence imaging of retinal
waves. The pipette resistance was 3–5 MV measured in Ames medium
and a standard pipette solution containing (in mM): 95 K-gluconate, 15
KCl, 5 NaOH, 0.5 CaCl2, 2 MgCl2, 5 EGTA, 2 ATP, 0.5 GTP, 2 ascorbic
acid, and 10 HEPES, pH 7.2. Series resistance was compensated by
50–80% with the series resistance compensation circuitry in the patch-
clamp amplifier (Axopatch 200B; Axon instruments, Foster City, CA).

Data acquisition and analysis. Fluorescence images were collected with
Axon Imaging Workbench (AIW) software (Axon Instruments) and
analyzed with AIW and Scion Image (Scion Corp., Frederick, MD). To
monitor bursts of spontaneous activity in the retina, oval zones were
drawn around individual dye-loaded cells or groups of cells with AIW
software. The average fluorescence intensity in each zone was plotted as
a function of time F(t) with AIW. The relative change in the emission
fluorescence intensity (DF/F ) was defined as [F(t) 2 Fo(t)]/Fo(t), where
Fo(t) was the baseline intensity. The slowly changing baseline fluores-
cence intensity, Fo(t), was approximated by fitting F(t) with adjacent
averaging using the Origin software (Origin Lab, Northampton, MA).
The result of the fit, Ffit(t), closely resembled the slowly varying baseline
fluorescence intensity (Fo) without the rhythmic bursting activity. Thus,
DF/F was approximated as [F(t) 2 Ffit(t)]/Ffit(t) using the Origin software
(Zhou and Zhao, 2000). For simplicity, only a small number (two to six)
of randomly selected zones were shown in most figures, but similar
results were also found from most of the remaining cells in the field
of view.

The propagation of waves was imaged under a 103 objective lens.
Differential images (DF ) of the wave were obtained by subtracting a
control image (averaged from four to eight frames recorded immediately
before a wave) from images recorded during the wave with Scion Image
software. The contrast of the differential images was enhanced by a fixed
percentage with Adobe Photoshop (Adobe Systems, San Jose, CA).

Patch-clamp data were acquired with pClamp8 software (Axon Instru-
ments) and analyzed with Origin (Origin Lab). Synchronous acquisition
of patch-clamp and imaging data were made with pClamp8 and AIW
software running synchronously.

RESULTS
Strychnine-sensitive neurotransmission is critical for
early retinal waves in rabbits
Spontaneous retinal waves were recorded with Ca21 imaging
from the ganglion cell layer of retinal pieces isolated from
E26–P9 (63–97% caecal period) rabbits. Changes in the intracel-
lular free Ca21 concentration ([Ca]i) in ganglion and displaced
amacrine cells were measured as relative changes in the emission
fluorescence intensity (DF/F) from fura-2-loaded cells. Rhythmic
bursts of excitation corresponding to increases in [Ca]i (down-
ward deflections in DF/F) (Fig. 1A–C) were detected in local
areas of the retina. The bursting activity propagated laterally at
100–300 mm/sec in the form of waves. Figure 1, D and E, shows
two typical waves, one propagated in a circular direction, and the
other had an irregular shape. Detailed spatiotemporal dynamics
of the waves in the developing rabbit retina will be described
elsewhere.

Spontaneous waves in the rabbit retina occurred during an
extended period of development. At the earliest age tested (E26),
the waves were already present, and they continued to remain
active until the end of the first postnatal week. After P6–P7,
spontaneous waves became much less robust and were detected
only in a small percentage of retinas tested. The waves eventually
disappeared completely shortly before eye opening (P10–P11).

To identify neurotransmitter systems that play an obligatory
role in mediating the early retinal wave, various combinations of
specific blockers of common neurotransmitter receptors were
tested on spontaneous retinal waves between E29 and P0. Figure
1 shows spontaneous retinal waves recorded from an E29 rabbit
retina before and after the application of a cocktail of CNQX (5
mM), AP-7 (100 mM), picrotoxin (50 mM), and atropine (1 mM) to
block NMDA and non-NMDA glutamate receptors, GABAA and
GABAC receptors, and muscarinic receptors. The spontaneous
wave persisted in the presence of this cocktail, suggesting that
none of the respective transmitter systems, either singly or in
combination, was essential for the generation and propagation of
early retinal waves in rabbits (Fig. 1A,C,E).

On the other hand, application of strychnine (0.5–4 mM) con-
sistently blocked the wave in a reversible manner (Fig. 1F),
indicating that strychnine-sensitive neurotransmissions played a
critical role in the formation of early spontaneous retinal waves.
Likewise, the nicotinic antagonist hexamethonium (Fig. 1G) or
D-tubocurare also blocked the wave, consistent with previous
results in the same preparation (Zhou and Zhao, 2000). Hexa-
methonium (100 mM) also completely and reversibly blocked 1 mM

ACh puff-induced transient increases of free [Ca21] in fura-2
AM-loaded cells in the ganglion cell layer of the E29 rabbit
retina; however, 4 mM strychnine had no detectable inhibitory
effect on Ca 21 rises elicited by such ACh puffs in the same cells
(data not shown). Patch-clamp recordings from ganglion cells also
found no significant inhibition of ACh-evoked currents by 4 mM

strychnine at this age (date not shown). These results suggest that
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the effect of strychnine on the spontaneous wave was likely
attributable to inhibition of glycine receptors but not ACh recep-
tors (see Discussion). Thus, in addition to nicotinic receptor-
mediated interactions, strychnine-sensitive glycinergic neuro-
transmission also played an obligatory role in early spontaneous
retinal waves of the developing rabbit.

Age-dependent contribution of the glycinergic system
To understand the role of the glycinergic system in spontaneous
retinal waves at different stages of development, the effect of
strychnine on the wave was examined in rabbits at various peri-
natal ages. Between E29 and P0, the waves could be completely
and reversibly blocked by 0.5–4 mM strychnine (Figs. 1F, 2A).
However, just one day after birth (P1), similar concentrations

(1–4 mM) of strychnine no longer blocked the wave. Starting from
P2, strychnine began to enhance the wave by increasing the wave
frequency and amplitude (DF/F) (Fig. 2B). The enhancement
produced by strychnine increased gradually with age, indicating a
gradual development of glycinergic inhibition as the retina ma-
tured. Finally, at P7 or older, spontaneous rhythmic bursts were
infrequently detected in the ganglion cell layer under physiolog-
ical recording conditions, consistent with previous results from
the ferret retina that spontaneous waves cease to occur shortly
before eye opening (Wong et al., 1993). Significantly, however,
strychnine (4 mM) was effective in inducing waves in these quies-
cent retinas (Fig. 2C). Within a few minutes of bath application of
strychnine (2–4 mM), rhythmic waves were induced in ;30% of

Figure 1. Spontaneous waves of rhythmic activity in an E29 rabbit retina recorded under a 103 objective lens. A, Relative (percentage) changes in
fluorescence intensity measured from four round areas marked 1 through 4 in the field of view shown in D and E. Downward deflections in the traces
indicate increases in intracellular free Ca 21 concentrations, which occurred in rhythmic bursts and persisted after bath application of a combination of
CNQX (5 mM), D-AP-7 (100 mM), picrotoxin (PIC; 50 mM), and atropine (1 mM). B, C, Expanded view of two spontaneous bursts of activity (indicated
by arrows in A), showing temporal delays among the bursts in the four selected areas. D, E, Differential images taken successively during the two bursts
of excitation shown in B and C, respectively. Darker areas indicate the front of the waves, which propagated in a circular direction from area 1 to area
4 (D), and as a two-dimensional plane wave entering the field of view from the bottom and propagating toward areas 3 and 4 (E), respectively. The wave
in D stopped abruptly before reaching area 1, the starting point of the wave, suggesting a refractory process immediately after the passage of a wave.
Similarly, the wave in E stopped abruptly before reaching area 4, in which a small wave had invaded ;6 sec earlier (not shown in E, but see trace 4 in
A). F, Rhythmic waves of spontaneous activity in another E29 retina were completely blocked by 1 mM strychnine (Strych). G, Waves in yet another retina
from an E30 rabbit were also blocked by 25 mM hexamethonium (HEX ).
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the retinas tested between the ages of P7 and P9. The waves
induced by strychnine had a similar appearance and frequency
range to those of spontaneous waves in younger retinas. The
oldest retina in which rhythmic bursts of excitation were induced
by strychnine was from a P13 (2 d after eye opening) rabbit.

Together, the above results suggest that the glycinergic system
underwent a transition in its overall contribution to rhythmic
retinal waves. This transition is consistent with a change from an
excitatory to an inhibitory glycinergic drive for the wave (Fig. 3).
The time course of this transition closely correlated with that of
the emergence of the glutamatergic and muscarinic drives in
spontaneous waves in the rabbit retina (Zhou and Zhao, 2000),
suggesting a highly coordinated transformation in neurotransmit-
ter interactions in the inner plexiform layer during this crucial
developmental period. The ability of strychnine to induce rhyth-
mic waves in more mature (P7–P9) retinas also suggests that
glycinergic (as well as GABAergic; see below) inhibition may
contribute to the eventual disappearance of spontaneous waves
just before eye opening.

Simultaneous patch-clamp recordings and fluorescence imag-
ing in the flat-mount retina also demonstrated that strychnine had
opposite effects on synaptic-like currents in retinal ganglion cells

during early and late spontaneous retinal waves. Figure 4A shows
spontaneous bursts of compound synaptic-like currents recorded
under voltage clamp from an E30 ganglion cell. Application of 4
mM strychnine readily abolished the rhythmic currents in this cell
(Fig. 4A,B). On the other hand, application of the same concen-
tration strychnine in a P4 retina significantly enhanced the am-
plitude and frequency of both the compound synaptic currents
(Fig. 4C–E) and the rhythmic waves of Ca21 transients (Fig.
4F–H). The glycinergic system thus played a direct and age-
dependent role in mediating synaptic interactions and influencing
synaptic efficacy during spontaneous retinal waves.

Glycinergic and GABAergic systems played different
roles in spontaneous retinal waves
During early development, GABA is known to provide an exci-
tatory drive in many regions of the nervous system (Luhmann and
Prince, 1991; Yuste and Katz, 1991; Zhang et al., 1991; Chen et
al., 1996; Huang and Redburn, 1996; Rohrbough and Spitzer,
1996; Fischer et al., 1998). Because nearly all amacrine cells are
believed to use either glycine or GABA as their neurotransmitter
(Massey and Redburn, 1987), it might be expected that the
GABAergic and glycinergic systems both contributed to the over-
all excitability of the network that supports the early retinal wave.
Indeed, application of glycine (300 mM) or GABA (300 mM) to the
E30 retina reversibly blocked the spontaneous wave (Fig. 5A),
suggesting that constant activation and, most likely, desensitiza-
tion of glycine and GABA receptors disrupted the mechanism of
spontaneous wave production. Constant application of ACh also
abolished the early retinal wave (Zhou and Zhao, 2000). Because
the rhythmic generation of retinal waves is most likely associated
with rhythmic release of neurotransmitters, the constant presence

Figure 2. Transition from an excitatory to an inhibitory role of the
glycinergic input in retinal waves. A, Early spontaneous waves from an
E30 retina were completely and reversibly blocked by 2 mM strychnine. B,
Strychnine at the same concentration as in A increased the frequency and
amplitude of spontaneous waves in a P5 retina. C, In a P9 retina that had
no spontaneous retinal waves, 4 mM strychnine induced rhythmic retinal
waves. Vertical scale bars, 10%.

Figure 3. Summary of age-dependent effects of strychnine (0.5–4 mM) on
rhythmic retinal waves (expressed in percentage of control wave frequen-
cy). Bath application of strychnine nearly completely inhibited the spon-
taneous wave between E29 and P0, increased the frequency of spontane-
ous waves between P3 and P5, and induced rhythmic waves in quiescent
retinas (percentage of wave frequency became infinite) between P7 and
P9. Error bars indicate SD. Numbers in parentheses indicate the total
number of experiments pooled in each age group. In the P7–P9 group,
waves were induced in seven experiments.
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of exogenous agonists, whether excitatory or inhibitory, could
conceivably block the endogenous rhythmic activity.

To determine whether endogenous GABA played a role in
spontaneous wave formation and whether the ionotropic
GABAergic system also provided an excitatory drive for the early
wave and an inhibitory drive for the late wave, antagonists to
GABAA and GABAC receptors were tested in rabbits starting
from the age of E26. In contrast to the effect of strychnine on the
early retinal wave, antagonists to GABAA (SR-95531, bicuculline,
and picrotoxin) and GABAC receptors (picrotoxin) never
blocked the early retinal wave. Instead, these antagonists in-
creased the frequency and the peak amplitude (DF/F) of the early
wave between E29 and P0. In the youngest rabbit retina tested

(E26, equivalent to P4 in ferret), the enhancement of waves
produced by SR-95531 (50 mM) or picrotoxin (50–100 mM) was
minimal and lasted transiently for only a few minutes, during
which the waves seemed to become spatially larger, although the
wave frequency increased little (data not shown). GABA (25 mM)
was sufficient to reversibly abolish the waves at E26, suggesting
GABA receptors, possibly both GABAA,C and GABAB types,
were functional at this ages. As the animal reached E29–P0,
picrotoxin (30–100 mM) or SR-95531 (50 mM) clearly enhanced
the wave, although strychnine completely blocked the wave in the
same retinas (Fig. 5B). A direct interpretation of this result would
be that the ionotropic GABAergic system had an overall inhibi-
tory influence on the spontaneous wave, whereas the glycinergic

Figure 4. Patch-clamp recordings and op-
tical measurement of effects of strychnine
on synaptic inputs to ganglion cells during
retinal waves. A, Whole-cell patch-clamp
recording from a ganglion cell in a flat-
mount E30 retina at a holding potential of
270 mV, showing bursts of synaptic-like
currents that were reversibly blocked by 4
mM strychnine. B, An expanded view of a
burst indicated by the arrow in A. C–H,
Simultaneous patch clamp from a P4 gan-
glion cell and imaging from an area sur-
rounding the cell, showing bursts of synap-
tic currents ( C) in close correlation with
fluorescence intensity changes associated
with spontaneous retinal waves (F). The
magnitude and the frequency of both the
bursting currents (D) and the relative
changes in fluorescence intensity (G) were
significantly increased after the application
of 4 mM strychnine (E, H ). Traces in A and
C were filtered at 3 Hz ( fc , Bessel) and
digitized at 10 Hz, whereas those in B, D,
and E were filtered at 200 Hz and digitized
at 500 Hz.

Figure 5. A, Spontaneous waves in an E30
retina were blocked by bath applications of
glycine (Gly; numbers in parentheses indi-
cate micromolar agonist concentrations)
and GABA (300 mM). The waves were sig-
nificantly reduced by 200 mM glycine and
completely blocked by 300 mM glycine in a
reversible manner. Application of 300 mM
GABA in the same retina also completely
blocked the wave. Recovery of waves was
achieved after washing out GABA and add-
ing 100 mM picrotoxin (PIC) to the bath
solution. B, Opposing effects of picrotoxin
and strychnine (Strych) on spontaneous
waves in a P0 retina. The waves were en-
hanced, in both amplitude (DF/F ) and fre-
quency, by picrotoxin (30 mM) but were
completely blocked by strychnine (4 mM).
C, Blockade of spontaneous waves in a P0
retina by strychnine (4 mM) in the presence
of picrotoxin (100 mM), which had en-
hanced the waves by blocking GABAA and
GABAC receptors.
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system provided an excitatory drive for the wave at this age.
Obviously, because the drugs were applied to the entire retina,
the effects of the drugs only indicate the overall contributions of
glycinergic and GABAergic systems and may not reflect all indi-
vidual synaptic contributions in these systems. On the other hand,
the opposing effects of picrotoxin and strychnine cannot be ex-
plained by a glycinergic inhibition of the GABAergic system, be-
cause strychnine blocked the wave even when ionotropic GABA
receptors had already been blocked by picrotoxin (Fig. 5C).

As expected, after the glycinergic input changed from an exci-
tatory to an inhibitory drive in rabbits older than P1, strychnine
and picrotoxin both strengthened the spontaneous wave. The
enhancing effects of strychnine and picrotoxin (or SR-95531; data
not shown) on retinal waves were additive between the ages of P2
and P9 (Fig. 6). In general, SR-95531 or picrotoxin produced a
much more robust enhancement of the late retinal wave than did
strychnine, suggesting the GABAergic input was the stronger of
the two inhibitory forces. Like strychnine, picrotoxin or SR-95331
could also induce rhythmic waves in older (older than P7) retinas
that were quiescent under the control condition.

Properties of glycine and GABA receptors of
developing ganglion cells
To determine whether the opposite effects of strychnine and
picrotoxin on the early retinal wave in rabbits could be attributed
to unusual properties of glycine and GABA receptors in the
developing rabbit retina, pharmacological and physiological prop-
erties of glycine- and GABA-evoked responses in E29–P0 gan-
glion cells were characterized with patch clamp in retinal whole
mounts. Experiments shown in Figure 7 compared the specificity
of strychnine and picrotoxin in blocking glycine- and GABA-
activated conductances. Bath application of 4 mM strychnine
blocked 80% of the currents evoked by puffs of 2 mM glycine (Fig.
7A) but only 10% of the currents evoked by 2 mM GABA puffs
(Fig. 7B), suggesting that strychnine at the concentration used
was highly selective for glycine receptors as opposed to GABA
receptors. Because the final concentration of agonists was difficult
to determine with puff application, no attempt was made in these
experiments to determine the efficacy of strychnine in blocking
glycine responses. However, because strychnine is believed to be
a competitive blocker (Zhou et al., 1993; Han et al., 1997), the

residual ;20% of the glycine current in the presence of 4 mM

strychnine (Fig. 1A) could be attributable to a relatively high
concentration of glycine applied to the cell. It is also possible and,
perhaps, more likely that at least a subpopulation of the glycine
receptors had a relatively low sensitivity to strychnine, as re-
ported previously in a variety of developing neurons (Becker et
al., 1988; Betz, 1991; Ito and Cherubini, 1991; Wu et al., 1995;
Flint et al., 1998) and in adult retinal ganglion cells (Han et al.,
1997). The relatively slower kinetics of the residual response
compared with that of the control response in Figure 7A was also
consistent with that reported for glycine receptors with lower
strychnine sensitivity (Becker et al., 1988; Betz, 1991; Ito and
Cherubini, 1991; Wu et al., 1995; Han et al., 1997; Flint et al.,
1998).

On the other hand, bath application of 30 mM picrotoxin nearly
completely blocked the responses to 2 mM GABA puffs (Fig. 7D)
but reduced only ,50% of the responses to puffs of 2 mM glycine
(Fig. 7C). Thus, at least qualitatively, picrotoxin was much more
effective in inhibiting GABA-induced than glycine-induced cur-
rents in developing rabbit retinal ganglion cells. Although it
partially inhibited glycine-induced responses, picrotoxin was used
in many of the experiments reported here to ensure that GABAC

receptors, if present, were also blocked. However, it is important
to point out that all of the effects of picrotoxin on the wave were
confirmed by the use of the more selective GABAA receptor
antagonist SR-95531.

Another plausible reason for the opposing effects of strychnine
and picrotoxin (or SR-95531) on the early wave might be a
difference in ionic selectivity between glycine and GABA recep-

Figure 6. Additive effects of strychnine (Strych; 4 mM) and picrotoxin
(PIC; 50 mM) on late retinal waves in a P3 retina. The retina had few waves
under the control condition. Application of strychnine increased the wave
amplitude and frequency tremendously. Picrotoxin further enhanced the
waves in an additive manner.

Figure 7. Pharmacology of glycine (Gly)- and GABA-evoked currents
from ganglion cells under whole-cell voltage clamp at 270 mV in an E29
whole-mount retina. The agonists were applied by pressure injection from
a puffer pipette (1 mm in tip diameter) containing 3 mM of respective
agonist in HEPES-based Ames medium. The timing of the puffs is
indicated by the pulse shown on the top of each panel. Antagonists [4 mM
strychnine (Strych) in A and C; 50 mM picrotoxin (PIC) in B and D] were
applied by bath perfusion after control responses were first recorded in
HEPES-based Ames medium. Currents were filtered at 200 Hz ( fc ,
eight-pole Bessel) and digitized at 500 Hz.
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tors during development. To address this issue, the current–
voltage relationship of glycine- and GABA-evoked responses was
measured in same ganglion cells under whole-cell voltage clamp.
The agonists were delivered via a two-barrel puffer pipette
(pulled from a u-tube) to the vicinity of the cell body, in which
space clamp and intracellular dialysis were presumably well con-
trolled. Figure 8 shows I–V curves for glycine- and GABA-evoked
responses from the same ganglion cell and the I–V curve for
ACh-induced responses from a different ganglion cell. Notably,
the reversal potential (approximately 239 mV) was nearly iden-
tical for glycine and GABA currents and was close to the calcu-
lated equilibrium for Cl2 (ECl of 248 mV), suggesting that the

two conductances had similar relative ionic selectivity for Cl2.
The deviation of the measured reversal potentials from the cal-
culated ECl may be attributable, in part, to the relative perme-
ability of these channels for HCO3

2 (Kulik et al., 2000). At the
same agonist concentration (2 mM), the GABA currents were a
few folds larger than the glycine currents; however, the I–V curves
for both GABA and glycine were nearly linear in the voltage
range tested, as opposed to the completely inward-rectifying I–V
relationship of the cholinergic responses (Fig. 8).

Together, these results showed no unusual pharmacology (ex-
cept for the well known low affinity of strychnine for glycine
receptors during development) or significant differences in rela-
tive ionic selectivity between glycine- and GABA-gated Cl2

channels in ganglion cells of the developing rabbit retina.

Contributions of K-Cl cotransporters and [Cl2]i to
retinal waves
Given that the opposing effects of strychnine and picrotoxin on
the early wave were not likely caused by unusual pharmacology or
selectivity of the respective receptors (at least in ganglion cells),
the contribution of intracellular Cl2 distribution to the excitabil-
ity of retinal ganglion and interneurons was investigated. It has
been reported recently that the excitatory effect of GABA and
glycine during early development can be primarily attributed to a
developmental delay in the expression of K-Cl cotransporters
(KCCs), which help to maintain a low [Cl]i in mature neurons
(Thompson and Gahwiler, 1989). In particular, the expression of
KCC2, a neuron-specific K-Cl cotransporter (Payne et al., 1996),
has been shown to be highly age-dependent and to appear in the
rat retina at approximately the time of birth (Vu et al., 2000). To
assess the influence of KCCs on spontaneous retinal waves, a
specific blocker of KCCs, R(1)-butylindazone (DIOA) (Garay et
al., 1988; Gibson et al., 1998), was used as a means of altering [Cl]i

during the course of wave development in the rabbit retina. As
shown in Figure 9A, bath application of DIOA to a P3 rabbit
retina dramatically enhanced the spontaneous wave by increasing
both the wave frequency and amplitude. The effects of DIOA
developed quickly (within ;2– 4 min of application), suggest-
ing a rather rapid redistribution of [Cl]i after the blockade of
KCCs. As described above, both glycinergic and GABAergic
systems provided an inhibitory input to the spontaneous retinal
wave at P3 (the late wave). Thus, the enhancement of late
retinal waves by DIOA was consistent with an increase in [Cl]i,
which reduced the glycinergic and GABAergic inhibition of the
wave and might possibly even converted these inhibitory inputs
into excitatory ones.

When DIOA was applied to rabbit retinas younger than P0, the
spontaneous wave (the early wave) was also dramatically en-
hanced (Fig. 9B). Interestingly, in the presence of DIOA, picro-
toxin no longer showed any significant excitatory effect on the
early wave (if anything, it seemed to have reduced the wave
frequency slightly) (Fig. 9B). These results suggest that the early
GABAergic inhibition of the wave was mediated by an inhibitory
Cl2 conductance and that the DIOA-induced increases in [Cl]i

eliminated this inhibition.
Can the removal of GABAergic inhibition account for all the

enhancement of the early spontaneous wave by DIOA? To ad-
dress this question, DIOA was tested in the prenatal rabbit retina
after the application of picrotoxin or SR-9553, which blocked
GABAergic inhibition and enhanced the wave (Fig. 9C). Under
this condition, DIOA further enhanced the waves dramatically.
The waves in the presence of picrotoxin and DIOA could still be

Figure 8. Current–voltage relationships of responses to glycine (Gly),
GABA, and ACh from ganglion cells in P0 rabbit retinal flat mounts. A,
Responses to glycine (2 mM) and GABA (2 mM) were recorded from the
same ganglion cell, whereas those to ACh (1 mM) were from a different
ganglion cell. The drugs were puffed to the vicinity of the cell body via
small-tip pipettes pulled from two-barrel, u-shaped glass tubing. Record-
ings were made in Ames medium under whole-cell voltage clamp with a
pipette solution described in Materials and Methods. Top traces in A
indicate the timing of the puffs. Vertical scale bars: Gly and ACh currents,
200 pA; GABA responses, 400 pA. B, I–V curves for peak responses
shown in A. The magnitude of GABA currents was reduced by a factor of
2 before being plotted in the I–V curve.
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completely and reversibly blocked by strychnine, although a
slightly higher concentration of the antagonist (8 mM) was neces-
sary to produce a complete block (Fig. 9C). These results are
consistent with the idea that glycine provided an obligatory drive
for the early spontaneous retinal wave. They further suggest that,
although the glycinergic drive seemed excitatory at E29–P0, low
levels of KCC expressions were already present in the glycinergic
system at this age, so that the blockade of these transporters
further increased the excitability of the glycinergic input.

The above experiments using DIOA demonstrated that KCC
and [Cl]i had direct influences on the excitability of the glyciner-
gic and GABAergic systems during the course of spontaneous
waves in the rabbit retina. They raised an appealing possibility

that the distribution of [Cl]i may be different between the glycin-
ergic and GABAergic systems during certain stages of develop-
ment, resulting in opposite excitability of the two systems. This
difference in [Cl]i distribution might be caused by different levels
of KCC expression in cells involved in these two neurotransmitter
systems. It is also possible that KCCs distribution is differentially
regulated at GABA and glycine synapses, such that the GABAer-
gic synapses might be surrounded by more KCCs than might the
glycinergic synapses. Further investigation is necessary to directly
test these possibilities (see Discussion).

DISCUSSION
Role of glycinergic and GABAergic systems in
retinal waves
The above results show that the early retinal wave in rabbit
depends critically on strychnine-sensitive neurotransmission, sug-
gesting that an obligatory glycinergic role in wave formation.
Thus, although the cholinergic system has been thought to pro-
vide the primary excitatory drive for the early spontaneous wave
in the mammalian retina (Feller et al., 1996; Bansal et al., 2000;
Zhou and Zhao, 2000), cholinergic neurotransmission alone is
not sufficient. At least one additional fast neurotransmitter sys-
tem, the glycinergic system, is also required as an essential exci-
tatory drive for the early wave. This finding also indicates that, in
addition to cholinergic amacrine cells, other interneurons also
function as critical components of the network mediating the
early retinal wave. In the adult rabbit retina, cholinergic and
glycinergic amacrine cells have been proposed to form serial and
feedback connections with each other (Neal and Cunningham,
1995).

Strychnine is also known to block nicotinic receptors contain-
ing a7 and a9 subunits (Seguela et al., 1993; Elgoyhen et al., 1994)
and certain other nicotinic receptor types expressed in Xenopus
oocytes (Garcia-Colunga and Miledi, 1999), raising the possibility
that the blockade of the early wave by strychnine might be
attributable to inhibition of the nicotinic system. This possibility,
however, is not likely for the following three reasons. First,
strychnine (4 mM) did not have a significant effect on ACh-evoked
[Ca 21] rises in the ganglion cell layer or ACh-induced currents in
E29 ganglion cells (see Results). Second, a-bungarotoxin, which
blocks strychnine-sensitive, a7- and a9-containing nicotinic re-
ceptors (Elgoyhen et al., 1994; Zhang et al., 1994), had no effect
on the early spontaneous wave in rabbit (Zhou and Zhao, 2000)
or ferret (Feller et al., 1996). Third, strychnine changed from
blocking to enhancing the wave at P0–P1, whereas nicotinic
antagonists continued to block the spontaneous wave until after
P3 (Fig. 10). Thus, there was a window of at least 1–2 d, during
which the waves were blocked by nicotinic antagonists but not by
strychnine, which in fact slightly enhanced the wave at this age.
Together, these results suggest that the strychnine blockade of the
early wave is attributable to the inhibition of glycine receptors,
although the possibility of some strychnine-sensitive cholinergic
contribution to the wave cannot be excluded and requires further
investigation.

The pharmacology of glycine-induced responses in the early
developing rabbit retina seems in agreement with reports that
strychnine has a lower affinity for glycine receptors during devel-
opment (e.g., IC50 of ;5.6 mM) (cf. Flint et al., 1998) than in
adulthood (Becker et al., 1988; Betz, 1991; Wu et al., 1995). This
low affinity, together with possible species differences, may ex-
plain why previous studies of glycinergic contribution to early
retinal waves were inconclusive (Fischer et al., 1998). In addition

Figure 9. Effects of DIOA on spontaneous retinal waves. A, DIOA (80
mM) significantly increased the frequency of late retinal waves in a P3
retina. B, Enhancement of early spontaneous waves by 80 mM DIOA in an
E30 retina. Notice that picrotoxin (PIC; 50 mM) no longer enhanced the
early wave in the presence of DIOA. C, Enhancement of spontaneous
waves in an E29 retina by picrotoxin (30 mM) and further enhancement by
the addition of 80 mM DIOA. Strychnine (Strych) completely blocked the
waves in the presence of both picrotoxin and DIOA.
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to glycine, it is possible that taurine, which is abundant in the
developing rabbit retina (Pow et al., 1994), may also play a role
through its action on glycine receptors, as reported in the devel-
oping neocortex (Flint et al., 1998).

That the glycinergic contribution to the rabbit retinal wave
changes from excitation to inhibition as development proceeds is
consistent with previous observations in developing motoneurons
that glycine plays a dynamic and age-dependent role (Nishimaru
et al., 1996; Singer et al., 1998; Nakayama et al., 1999). Although
GABA is commonly found to mediate neuronal excitation during
early development, the results reported here add yet another
important example of glycine acting as a critical excitatory trans-
mitter in the early developing neuronal network. Interestingly, in
rabbits between the ages of E26 and P0 (equivalent to P4–P14 in
ferret), picrotoxin or SR-95531 never inhibited the wave, suggest-
ing that ionotropic GABAergic systems did not play an essential
role, nor did they provide an overall excitatory drive for the early
wave. This conclusion, however, does not exclude the possibility
that the GABAB system may play a role in the wave, because
baclofen seemed to down modulate the wave in the developing
rabbit retina (my unpublished observation), similar to that re-
ported in the chick retina (Catsicas and Mobbs, 2001). It also does
not rule out the possibility that GABAA/C systems may provide an
excitatory drive to subsets of retinal neurons in the developing
rabbit, especially before the earliest age tested in this study (E26).
Effects of ionotropic GABA receptor antagonists on the early
retinal wave have been examined previously in P2–P12 ferret
retinas, but the results in ferret have so far remained inconsistent
with respect to whether or not these antagonists had an effect on
wave dynamics (Fischer et al., 1998; Stellwagen et al., 1999).

Coordinated contributions from multiple
neurotransmitter systems
The finding of an essential glycinergic role in the early retinal
wave formation demonstrates the importance of coordinated con-
tributions from multiple neurotransmitter systems in wave gener-
ation and propagation. Recent studies have indicated that differ-
ent transmitter systems mediate retinal waves at different
developmental stages and that correlated transitions between
different systems occur during crucial periods of retinal develop-
ment (Bansal et al., 2000; Wong et al., 2000; Zhou and Zhao,
2000). Results from this study have gone a step further to show
that, even within a single developmental stage, the formation of
spontaneous waves requires more than one fast excitatory drive.
The interactions and transitions among the currently known
transmitter systems that underlie retinal waves in the developing
rabbit are summarized in Figure 10. For the early retinal wave
(younger than P0–P1), both nicotinic and glycinergic systems
provided essential fast excitatory drive. At this developmental
stage, the ionotropic GABAergic system did not play an obliga-
tory role in wave formation, although it seemed to provide an
overall inhibitory drive, which was initially weak at E26 but then
became stronger at E29–P0. The ionotropic glutamatergic and
muscarinic system also did not play a significant role in the wave
formation at this stage.

Immediately after birth, a number of dramatic transitions oc-
curred within a short period of time. First, a fast glutamatergic
drive emerged quickly (Zhou and Zhao, 2000), with a time
course that mirrored the transition of the glycinergic system from
an excitatory to an inhibitory drive (Fig. 10). The glutamatergic
system provided a strong excitatory input to the late wave and
eventually replaced the nicotinic and glycinergic systems as the
major fast excitatory drive for the wave. Second, a transition
between the nicotinic and muscarinic systems took place concom-
itantly, such that the muscarinic system replaced the nicotinic
system in providing an obligatory cholinergic network for the
wave (Zhou and Zhao, 2000). The decline of the excitatory
contribution from the nicotinic system began immediately after
birth but with a time course slightly slower than the time courses
of the glycinergic transition and the emergence of the muscarinic
and glutamate systems (Zhou and Zhao, 2000). As a result,
before the nicotinic drive for the wave disappeared completely,
there was a window of 2–3 d (P2–P4), during which both gluta-
mate and nicotinic systems appear to provide essential excitatory
drives for the wave (Zhou and Zhao, 2000). Finally, like the
glycinergic system, the inhibitory GABAergic drive for the late
wave developed quickly after birth and became very strong by the
end of the first postnatal weak. The fact that strychnine and
picrotoxin could induce retinal waves after the first postnatal
weak when spontaneous waves became rarely detectable suggests
that the inhibitory amino acid neurotransmitter systems contrib-
uted to the eventual disappearance of spontaneous retinal waves.

In addition to the above mentioned neurotransmitter systems,
other systems, such as adenosine (Stellwagen et al., 1999), whose
agonist NECA enhanced both the early and late waves in the
rabbit retina (Z. J. Zhou and D. Zhao, unpublished observation),
and GABAB (Catsicas and Mobbs, 2001) may also be important
mediators or modulators of retinal waves. Thus, it appears that
the underlying mechanism for retinal waves may involve a rich
variety of neurotransmitter and modulator systems interacting in
concert. The very involvement of multiple neurotransmitter sys-
tems in retinal waves may in turn reflect an important require-

Figure 10. Schematic summary of transitions among basic neurotrans-
mitter systems known to mediate or modulate the spontaneous wave in
the rabbit retina. The curves show qualitatively the overall contribution of
different transmitter systems to spontaneous retinal waves at various ages.
1, Excitatory inputs. 2, inhibitory inputs. A transition in excitability
occurs when the curve crosses the x-axis. Only ionotropic glutamatergic
systems are included. Nic, Nicotinic; Musc, muscarinic; Glu, glutamater-
gic; Gly, glycinergic; GABAA/C, GABAergic.
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ment for retinal waves in the normal development of each of
the participating neurotransmitter systems in the retina, as sug-
gested for glycine receptor clustering in developing spinal
neurons (Kirsch and Betz, 1998). This may, in part, explain why
different transmitter systems are used at different developmental
periods to produce the same phenomenon, retinal waves.

Contribution and distribution of KCC and [Cl]i in the
developing retina
The robust effects of DIOA on the spontaneous wave in the
developing rabbit retina suggest a significant contribution of
KCCs and [Cl]i to retinal excitability and retinal wave dynamics.
This is consistent with recent findings that KCCs expression
correlates with a decrease in GABA-mediated shift in reversal
potentials (Rivera et al., 1999) and that the expression of KCCs,
including the neuron-specific form KCC2 (Payne et al., 1996), is
developmentally regulated. Vu et al. (2000) showed recently that
immunostaining of KCC2 in the mouse inner retina increased
dramatically during the first postnatal week. Such a developmen-
tally regulated expression of KCC2 and, perhaps, other Cl2

transporters may underlie both the excitatory nature of the gly-
cinergic system in the early wave and the transition to an inhibi-
tory glycinergic system.

Of particular interest are the differential effects of GABAA/C

and glycine antagonists on the early wave, most significantly at
approximately the age of E29–E30, indicating that the develop-
ment of KCCs may occur earlier in the GABAergic than in the
glycinergic system. This raises the possibility of a differential
expression and distribution pattern of Cl2 transporters in the
inner retina during certain stages of development. Such a differ-
ential distribution pattern may exist within single neurons, e.g., as
a result of KCCs clustering around GABAergic postsynaptic sites
to produce a localized reduction in [Cl]i. The idea of localized
cellular distribution of KCCs is consistent with recent findings
that KCC2 expression in developing retinal ganglion cells is
nonuniform, concentrated in dendrites but lacking in the soma
(Vu et al., 2000), and that KCC2 expression is localized to specific
dendritic regions of certain bipolar cells (Vardi et al., 2000). A
synapse-specific distribution of KCCs would allow neurons in the
inner retina, which often receive both GABAergic and glycinergic
inputs, to be regulated differentially by GABA and glycine. On
the other hand, it is also possible that the differential expression
and distribution of KCCs may occur mainly among different cell
types in the developing inner retina, such that cells predomi-
nantly associated with the GABAergic system may have an earlier
and higher level of KCC expression. An indirect support for this
notion may also be found in the report by Vu et al. (2000), which
shows that the onset of KCC2 expression occurs at different ages
in different cell types of the rat retina. Finally, it should be
pointed out that, although this study examined the overall func-
tional role of glycine and GABA systems, there are numerous cell
types within each of these systems. The excitability of and the
interactions among various subtypes of glycinergic and GABAer-
gic interneurons should also be taken into consideration in a
detailed model for retinal waves.
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